
CC: Metropolitan Transit Commission (MTC) and the Charlotte City Council, 

February 12, 2017

To Mayor Jennifer Roberts,

I am writing this complaint for myself and on behalf of the many neighbors in my community. 

In regards to the Unequal Charlotte Area Transit System (CATS) public bus schedule and
routes here in Charlotte Mecklenburg County. 

Which Is creating danger, harm and a negative impact of economic hardships for myself and
many people in my neighborhood  and surrounding communities of Charlotte Mecklenburg. 

While the Charlotte CATS Bus system boast of adding more early morning routes for 53X
Northlake and Archdale routes,  which also gives free ridership to Airport employees. 

There is no Sunday #204 Cats Bus service in my community,  on Centre & Kentucky ave, and
we only have a limited Saturday and weekday schedules. 

I have voiced these concerns to the CATS organization but to no avail. 

Many of the young men and women  in my community  has shared how they have to turn down
employment because they rely of the CATS Public Bus System and the bus does not
accomadate the ability to get to employers that require employees to be on the job at 5am. The
same holds true for return buses to get people home safely. 

My current employer shared how it has lost good employees because the employees rely on
the Charlotte Area Transit System (CATS) which did not allow the employee to make it to work
for the required 5am shift, and that this problem holds true for many companies across
Charlotte. I did informed my employer that I was sending this letter to you. 

Several of my neighbors have experienced as pedestrians, been hit by vehicles trying to cross
interstate 16, because they are forced to cross 7 lanes of busy interstate in the dark to get from
bus 1. Either because there is no bus or the buses on route 204 do not run late enough in our
neighborhood to safely get people home. For early 2017 the CMPD website lists already more
that 100 traffic incidents for Interstate 16. 

I welcome you, Mayor Robert's,   Metropolitan Transit Commission (MTC), 
the CATS Management and the City Council to join me on a Sunday and to walk the early
morning or late night route with me in the dark crossing heavy traffic on interstate 16, to catch
the #1 bus in hopes that you will understand the danger and hardships this is creating. 



I believe the Mayor and City Council can not speak about wanting to address economic wrongs
as have been mentioned and related from the Charlotte Protests this summer without
addressing the fact of an inadequate and unequal Public Bus system that is not serving the
lower economic neighborhoods like mine here in West Charlotte. This includes my neighbors
whose live out on Freedom Drive and other areas have also shared with me the same
hardships.

Thank you,
Tina Quizon
808-386-1021

Begin forwarded message:

On Friday, February 10, 2017, 12:55 PM, Tina Quizon <tinaquizon@rocketmail.com> wrote:

To Paradies- Human Resources, 

I appreciate Paradies Lagaradere hiring me and the opportunity your company has given me,
and I have greatly enjoyed learning, training and working with Paradies Company and all of
the employees. 

However, due to my reliance on the Charlotte CATS public Bus transportation service and
schedules as my transportation, I am unable to work the late night hours until 10:30pm or later
and the early 5:15am hours. 

Last night I put myself in danger and harms way, again, the CATS Sprinter Bus picked me up
at approximately 10:48 pm then after a 30 minutes ride to the Charlotte downtown Transit
Station I had to transferred to another Bus #1 at about 11:30pm  which dropped me off
onRosalle Ferries RD at midnight  in the dark and below 32 degrees temperatures which I
then had to walk alone across several blocks and in the dark at midnight crossing 6 lanes of
vehicles, semi trucks, traffic on the busy #16 interstate to walk several more blocks to reach
my home. 

I also exerperience putting myself in danger and harms ways to get to work in the dark during
early morning. 

I did mention my concerns about the bus schedule pre hire to Ms. Averlone Grant Joyner- HR.
 

I am requesting and hoping that If there is a way for the company to adjust my schedule to
work during the time the bus runs in daylight and  early evening hours. 



Sincerely 
Tina Quizon 
808386-1021

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone


